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DEDICATION
_________
FOR: The Lord Jesus, the One who fully equipped me . .
..
TO: His Body . . . .
Come, my beloved, let us go forth into
the field; let us lodge in the villages.
The mandrakes give a smell, and at our
gates are all manner of pleasant fruits, new and
old, which I have laid up for thee, O my beloved.
Let us get up early to the vineyards; let us
see if the vine flourish, whether the tender grape
appear, and the pomegranates bud forth: there
will I give thee my loves. (Song Of Solomon
7:11-13).
Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods
drown it: IF A MAN WOULD GIVE ALL THE SUBSTANCE
OF HIS HOUSE FOR LOVE, THE WOMAN WOULD BE
PRONOUNCED GUILTY FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PERFECTING HER (Song Of Solomon 8:7).

Definitions
THERE IS NO MALE OR FEMALE IN CHRIST
JESUS (Gal. 3:28). Accordingly, all textual references to
MALE and FEMALE point to spiritual principles, and the
words MAN and MEN, as well as the pronouns, HE, HIS and
HIM, include, WOMAN, WOMEN, SHE and HER.
CHRIST JESUS is the only spiritual male.
Accordingly, all powers and principalities other than Christ
Jesus are identified as female IN RELATION TO HIM.
The powers and principalities which have incarnated
this fallen world (2 Cor. 4:4) are male IN RELATION TO
FALLEN MANKIND, and female IN RELATION TO
CHRIST JESUS.

John 7:17-18
17 If any man will do his will, he shall know of the
doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself.
18 He that speaketh of himself seeketh his own glory:
but he that seeketh his glory that sent him, the same is true,
and no unrighteousness is in him. KJV
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Chapter 17
17.1
[380.3]
17.08 The Beast [the Serpent] that you saw, [who]
existed [in the pastR-1 and] exists now [as Leviathan, Satan
and the Devil],R-2 is, indeed, thinking about
R-1 Gen. 3:1
R-2 Rev. 12:9; 20:2
(1)
Ascending beyondR-1 the restraints that Jehovah
placed upon the Serpent when He separated her from
LeviathanR-2 [because they were] departingR-3 [from] Abel's
authorityR-4 (and maturing toward a full stature of evil;R-5
R-1 Gen. 1:20-21 (ATB)
R-2 Gen. 11:6-7 (ATB)

Gen. 11:6-9
R-3 Amos 5:5b (B)

Rev. 20:3, 7-9
R-4 Gen. 4:6-7 (ATB)

Gen. 6:11-12 (ATB)
Amos 5:2b (ATB)
R-5 Gen. 6:5 (ATB)
Rev 17:12 (ATB)

(2)
[And she is also thinking about] bringing Christ
under [the Serpent's authority], because the Beast that
existed as the Serpent, indeed, [still] exists [today as
Leviathan, Satan and the Devil];

1

(3)
And [because] miracle-working power resides
across from the side of Eden 1 where the Serpent's sensual
sightR-1 separated [Elohim's] implanted [spiritual] lifeR-2
from the Living Beast, and engraved him with her own
nature,
R-1

R-2

Gen. 3:6
Gen. 11a (ATB)

17.09 And the wise mind [of Christ] is in the same place
as the spiritually mature husband [Leviathan]R-1 of the
spiritually mature nation [of devilish, mortal men],R-2 where
the Woman [Cain] is married to herself,R-3 2
R-1

Rom. 7:4
8:10-12 (ATB)
Zeph. 2.5-6 (ATB)
R-3 1 Kings 19:7 (ATB)
Zeph. 2.5 (ATB)
Rev. 17:2 (ATB)

R-2 Dan.

17.10 And the fallen five-fold ministryR has fulfilled
[its purpose]: The true [ministry now] exists [two witness
company], and [they are becoming] the [sons of God], who
1

The words, eastward in Eden (Gen. 2:8) and on the east
side of Eden (Gen. 4:16) are translations of two different Hebrew
words:
Eastward (Strong's #6924) is male, that is,
positive/Heaven, and east side (Strong's #6926) is female, that is,
negative/Hell.
The terms male and female signify spiritual principles,
and not human men and women. There is neither male nor
female in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:28).
2

(1) The Serpent, (2) Leviathan, and (3) Satan and the
Devil are the three generations of Cain's illegal time line, in which
her generations engage in continuous incestuous, spiritual sexual
behavior that sustains the image of the visible, physical
world -- which includes the physical human body.
2

will endure forever, as soon as the other [new man, Christ
Jesus] appears, but He has not made a public appearance yet,
R

Joel 2:28-29 (ATB)

17.11 And [Leviathan], who is the fruit of the Beast [the
Serpent]'s cumulative [life] force, 3 is also the eighth, [who is
greater than] the completed sum of the seven, 4 but is being

3

Except for the mortal men who were incarnated at the
express will of the Father, the many human beings who have
existed in this physical, visible world are all incarnations of one
spiritual being, the Serpent (Lk. 3:7).
The spiritual Serpent sheds the human bodies that she
lives through, periodically, in the same way that, every seven
years, the physical snake sheds its skin, and the eagle it's
feathers.
The Beast's cumulative force is speaking about the many
experiences of the Serpent's many incarnations, which
contributed to her spiritual maturity.
The fruit of the Serpent's cumulative force, is the mighty
Leviathan, the Serpent's mortal mind, and the eighth, is speaking
about Leviathan's collective mind, which is greater than the sum
of her parts.
To be greater than the sum of her parts means, that on
a subconscious and unconscious level, the individual minds of
mortal man's many members, operate as one collective mind,
the unconscious part of which the Scripture calls Satan, and the
subconscious part of which is called Leviathan, that the power of
ten individual minds which are in agreement, for example, is
greater than the 10 individual minds.
4

Many in the Church world know about the perfecting of the
saints (Eph. 4:12), which is our opportunity to become spiritual men
in Christ Jesus (Eph. 4:13), but few know about the maturing of the
Serpent (Dan. 12:2; Jn. 5:29; Rev. 17:8[AT]).
3

led down underR [Christ Jesus' authority], which is the death
[of her independent existence].
R

Rev. 20:2-3

17.2
[391]
17.1 And one of the Angels who had the power to
execute the judgments of God said to me, I will show you
the sentence of the emotional, adulterous [spiritual]
Woman, 5 who is joined to [Leviathan], the spiritually mature
mind that enforces the law [of sin and death], which is the
same mind that dwelled in mortal man when he [still] had
one mind and one speech,R-1 and continued to dwell in him
after Jehovah separated Abel 6 [their righteous mind]R-2 from
the throng of pagans, confused their language, divided them
into many groups, set one against the other,R-3 and turned
them into a disordered crowd,
R-1 Gen.

R-2 Num.

11:1,6
22:32-33 (ATB)
R-3 Gen. 11:8-9

17.02 [She is Satan, the Woman] who performs
perverse spiritual sexual acts with the army officers of the
Jesus said the last days would be as it was in the days of
Noah, but not many realize this means that the Anakim (Num.
13:33) are rising from the dead, as well as Elohim's Sons (Dan.
12:2; Jn. 5:29).
5

The word, emotional, is a translation of Strong's #3173,
translated, great, in the King James.
6

Righteous Abel was raised from the dead in Noah and
his descendants.
4

earth, 7 because Leviathan, 8 the mortal mind who is the
offspring of her reproductive force, makes [the Devil],R the
permanent residents of the Earth, desire her.
R

Zeph. 2:5 (ATB)
Rev. 17: 9 (ATB)

17.03 So the Angel carried me into the spiritual dry
place [Eden], 9 from where I saw the Woman who married
the Beast [the Serpent] and became the mother of a
population of reddish colored [spiritual] insects, who had a
spiritually mature mind and an hurtful spirit [Satan];R and

7

The Earth signifies the Serpent who thickened herself with
the Earth to become the clay that she formed into mortal man,
that physical, fertile, female animal, which is Leviathan, Satan
and the Devil (Dan. 8:12[AT]; Zeph. 2:5-6[AT]).
Jehovah and Elohim formed Adam [the living soul] out of
the dust and breathed the breath of life into a membranous
[porous] sac. There is no mention of either a physical body, or
clay, in Genesis 1 or 2.
8

Wine, fermented juice, signifies a bubbling up, or an
increase, and juice is a euphemism for semen.
Cain is the offspring of the semen [sperm and water] that
Satan [water only] became when she thickened herself with the
Earth [sperm] and increased into the Serpent [sperm, water and
Earth].
Cain, the waters of Jehovah's seminal fluid, killed Adam
[the living soul], Elohim's seed, who was the head of the waters,
and made herself into a seed [sperm, waters and Earth] by using
extra Earth to thicken a part of herself into a sperm.
9

Eden is located in the posterior [human] brain. (See,
Revelation, Chapter 17, Message #391.)
5

she was enforcing [Jehovah’s righteous] law of Sin and
Death,
R-2 Gen.

3:16 (ATB)
Zeph. 2:9 (ATB)
Rom. 6:17-18 (ATB)

17.04 And the breath of life, that holy substance that
glows in the dark, and is the residue that remains after Satan's
sea is boiled away, 10 was dispersed throughout the Wo-man

10

The phrase the breath of life, that holy substance which
glows in the dark and is the residue that remains after Satan's
sea is boiled away, is derived from the Greek word porfuroún,
which means purple. Porfuroún is the plural of porfurous
(Strong & Thayer).
As the translator meditated on the significance of the
word, purple, asking the Lord, Jesus, what it symbolized, a
similarity was recognized between the Greek word, porfurous,
and the English word, phosphorous.
Investigation of a possible connection between the two
words revealed that the name of the substance, phosphorous,
comes from the Latin word for morning star, and that two
scientists, Robert Boyle and Hennig Brand, distilled urine, and
both discovered that the residue was a white, translucent, waxy,
malodorous substance which glows in the dark. (The People's
Chronology, Henry Holt and Company, Inc. [James Trager]).
White signifies holy, the new man is translucent, without
odor [sin], and is the light of the world.
The Serpent incarnated as water, Satan's salt sea [mortal
man's unconscious mind], and Earth, Leviathan [mortal man's
subconscious mind] and the Devil [mortal man's physical body].
Recent studies in the Old Testament indicate that the
waters [seas] underneath the firmament were spiritual urine
(see, Creation Revisited, Message # 346,) which is appearing
6

and the red, spiritual insects 11 [that she was joined to], and
the idols [Carnal Minds of the many-members of mortal
man] were fornicating with [the Serpent, mortal man's]
impure moral [foundation], who is possessing Abel's
spiritual energy [the breath of Life],
BUT, they [had] a beloved ancestorR [Jesus Christ], who
overlaid them with gold [covered their sins], and [they had]
wisdom [mind of Christ], and they were joined to a container
[personality] that was overlaid with gold [Christ
Jesus=double portion].
R

Amos 6:10 (ATB)

17.05 And [Leviathan], the idol that['s in] the Earth [of
mortal man, is] the emotional time line 12 that was engraved
with the Serpent's nature after the Woman, Cain, stole the
immature Adam's ancient [breath of life], 13
17.06 And I saw that the Woman was energized by the
human spirits of the holy ones [mortal men with the Holy
today as Satan, mortal man's unconscious mind. Jehovah's
judgment on Satan's sea is boiling (Is. 50:2; 51:10).
11

Is. 14:11 speaks about the crimson grub (Strong's
#8438) as a voracious maggot. (See, Babylon Is Fallen, Is Fallen,
Message # 31 - Parts 3 & 4.)
12

Cain, Adam's adulterous wife, and her husband, the
Serpent, departed from the path that Elohim set Adam [the living
soul] on. This other path incarnated the lifeless consciousness,
known as hell and death. (See, Quantum Mechanics In Creation,
Message # 385 - Part 16.)
13

energy.

Cain became the Serpent after she absorbed Abel's

7

Spirit], and by the human spirits of the witnesses to Jesus'
resurrection [mortal men in whom Christ is being formed],
and I was besides myself, almost to the point of insanity, 14
when I saw how they idolized her.
17.07 And my Angel [Christ Jesus] said [to the holy ones
and to the witnesses of Jesus' resurrection], why do you
idolize her? I will tell you the history of the Woman, and of
the Beast [the Serpent] who supports her [is her foundation],
and of [Leviathan] her spiritually mature mind, who enforces
the law of sin and death [and, hopefully, after you hear the
truth, you will not idolize her any more].
17.12 And the Beast [the Serpent] has given her female
army officers, 15 who have not arrived at a full stature of
14

The Interlinear text indicates that the English word,
wondered, is a translation of Strong's # 2296. There is a
difference of opinion, however, between Nestle, who believes
that the Greek word used in this verse is Strong's #2296, and the
Textus Receptus, which indicates that the Greek word used in this
verse is Strong's #1839, which can be translated, to be besides
oneself, to the point of insanity. (The Interlinear Bible
[Transliterated], Biblesoft & International Bible Translators, Inc.)
15

The Woman, Cain, became the Serpent who incarnated
this visible, physical world. She is the female God of Forces
(Strong's #4581) mentioned in Dan. 11:38.
The female army officers are mortal, physical males and
mortal, physical females, who are living out of Leviathan, the
Serpent's mortal mind, and expressing Satan, the Serpent's
nature.
The word, female, is a translation of Strong's #1520, the
irregular feminine form of #3391, which is translated one in the
King James Bible.
8

goodness, nor a full stature of evil yetR-2, power [to enforce]
the law [of sowing and reaping],R-1
R-1

Zeph. 3:3a (ATB)
Gen. 6:5 (ATB)
Rev. 17:8 (ATB)

R-2

17.13 And these [army officers] are [all] possessed of
one [the same] female mindR; in deed, the Beast [the
Serpent] within [them], provides their miracle-working
power and spiritual authority,
R

Rev. 17:16

17.14 An they shall make war against the Lamb [Christ
Jesus]R-1 in the midst of them,R-2 but the Lamb [Christ Jesus]
shall subdue them,R-3 because He is the supreme authority
over the powers and principalities of the visible, physical
world,R-4 and Prince over all of the army officersR-5 16 but
[only] those officers who are joined to Him,R-6 are elected to
express His faith [the mind of Christ] and His nature
[Jehovah].R-7
R-1 Dan.

7:22 (ATB)
1:27
Dan. 7:8 (ATB)
R-3 Dan. 7:9, 22 (ATB)
R-4 Col. 2:15
R-5
Col. 1:18
R-6 1Cor. 6:17
R-7 Rev. 2:17
R-2 Col.

17.15 And the Angel said to me, the waters that you saw
the adulterous Woman steadfastly occupying, 17 have

16

All of the individual spiritual, mortal men: Those who
are living out of Leviathan, and those who are living out of Christ
Jesus.
17

In the beginning, Elohim, Jehovah's sperm, appeared in
the abyss in a watery medium. Elohim, the sperm, the head of
the waters, mixed Himself with the dust and formed Himself into
9

become All of the individual spiritual, mortal men: Those
who are living out of Leviathan, and those who are living out
of Christ Jesus.
a seed, the first Adam [the living soul]. But the waters, rebelled
against the first Adam [the living soul], killed him, and incarnated
without him as the Woman, Cain, who became a
multi-generational, female animal: (1st generation): The Serpent,
(2nd generation): Leviathan, and (3rd generation): Satan and the
Devil. The word waters in Rev. 17:15 is speaking about the
watery part of Jehovah's seminal fluid, which rebelled against the
first Adam [the living soul], and thickened herself with the Earth
so that she could incarnate without her head.
Cain, presently existing as Leviathan, Satan and the Devil,
is the Woman [Adam (the living soul)'s wife], that is committing
adultery with Leviathan, another generation of herself, which is
steadfastly occupying the waters of Jehovah's seminal fluid, as a
man.
To put it simply, the first Adam [the living soul, Elohim's
seed, is the foundation stone of civilization in Jehovah's image.
But the first Adam [the living soul] requires the strength of the
last Adam [Christ Jesus], to repossess the waters [Cain] in which
Elohim flowed forth, because he needs her to incarnate
Jehovah's visible, spiritual world. But the [female] waters [Cain]
that departed from him have become the Woman, who became
the Serpent, who incarnated the visible, physical world (the other
time line), which is known as Leviathan, Satan and the Devil. (See,
Revelation, Chapter 17, Message #391.)
So, you see, the waters that Leviathan, the sea Serpent,
is occupying must be separated from the Earth that has thickened
her into a female animal (Leviathan and the Devil), so that the
very same waters can be used by the first Adam [the living soul]
and the last Adam [Christ Jesus], to found Jehovah's visible,
spiritual world.
10

(1) A tribe of mortal men who are incarnated by the
Father, come from the same root [Jesus Christ], and speak
out of the same mind [Christ Jesus],
(2) The common people, who have incarnated because
of human sexual activity, and
(3) the Anakim, who have been incarnated by the
Serpent; and there are two minds [Leviathan and Satan, and
Christ Jesus].
17.16 And you saw the Beast'sR mortal army officers
[Satan, mortal man's unconscious mind] which will
persecute the adulterous Woman [Leviathan (subconscious
mind) and the Devil (physical bodies)], 18 so that Christ can
be separated from Leviathan and consume her flesh [second
stage of resurrection]; indeed, they [the mortal army officers
that are joined to Christ Jesus after He dominates Leviathan
in them] shall burn Satan [within themselves] in the [lake of]
fire, 19 to strip her of the breath of life [that she stole from
Abel]
R Rev.

17:13 (ATB)

18

The Beast is the Serpent, and the whore is Cain, the
waters of life, which has the potential to be either a physical
female animal, with Leviathan for her mind, or a spiritual Living
Beast, with Christ Jesus for a mind.
The Woman, Cain, Adam [the living soul]'s wife, married
the Serpent [the Beast], and became the mother of mortal man,
who is called Leviathan, Satan and the Devil.
The Beast [the Serpent]'s spiritually mature army officers
[Satan] are executing the sowing and reaping judgment (Zeph.
3.3a[AT]) upon the adulterous Woman, Cain [the Devil] who is
living out of Leviathan, the illegitimate, mortal mind born from
the Woman's adulterous marriage to the Serpent.
19

Satan's persecution of Cain [Leviathan (subconscious
mind) and the Devil (physical body)] shall bring her to
11

17.17 Because God has attached [Christ Jesus, who is]
Himself, in their [human] spirits [engrafted word] so that the
mind of Christ should shoot forth [justification] and lead
[Leviathan], the female opinion, out [of the physical body]
[glorification]; therefore, the right to rule [of the mortal army
officers who are joined to Christ], shall be given over to the
Beast [the Serpent]R-1 until the words [sons] of GodR-2 line
up with what has been decreed [that they should have
Jehovah's nature]. 20
R-1 1

Tim. 1:20
1 Pet. 4:6
R-2 Ps. 12:6

17.18 So [now that you know that] the Woman you saw
is the emotional prison house for hurtful spirits,R-1 that is
pregnant withR-2 [Christ, the one who] has the right to rule
over [Satan’s] 21 army officers of the Earth, [desire Christ,
and not the Woman].
R-1

Job14-15a (ATB)
Is.14:19 (ATB)
Zeph. 2:9 (ATB)
R-2 Rev. 12:2, 5

repentance, and the mortal, spiritual men who were exercising
the Serpent's authority, shall become mortal army officers who
are living out of Christ Jesus, and they shall burn [Leviathan] their
own Carnal Minds [in Christ Jesus, the lake of fire].
20

Amos 5.27(AT) Therefore, because of all this, Jehovah is
promising to expose Leviathan in Israel, so that the Serpent in
Elohim's soldiers, can be silenced.
21

Christ Jesus, the Son of God in the midst of us, the
manchild who will save the [mortal] Woman [Leviathan and the
Devil] from herself [Satan] (1 Tim. 2:14), is growing within the
spiritual womb of the pregnant Woman [mortal man], which we
are (Rev.17:18[AT]).
12

17.3
[690.15.C]
17.01 And there came one of the seven Angels that
possessed the seven Sefirot of the male Adam, and talked
with me, saying, come over here; I will show you the legal
decision [against the fallen female Adam], the harlot that
passed through the waters [of the Yetziratic sea, which is]
above [the Universe of Asiyah, who] married [Abel], and
17.02 [Became] the King of the earth[en] personalities
[that] she inhabits [when] they ascend [into Yetzirah] by the
spiritual power [produced by] their fornication, and
17.03 [The angel] carried me in the Spirit into the
wilderness [of Beriah], and I saw [Abel], the wife [of the
Lord Jesus Christ], married to [Cain], the scarlet-colored
seed which produced maggot [personalities, whose fallen]
blood had changed [them into] an animal, and she was
pregnant with the seven Sefirot of [Cain’s] blasphemous
nature, and [she was also pregnant with] the 10 [degrees of]
power [of Malchut of Leviathan, the female Adam of the
other side], and
17.04 The woman [was] completely covered [by] a
purple shell, [and] the little red worms produced by [Cain],
the scarlet-colored seed, overlaid Abel], the gold[en cup that
contained the Shekinah], the pearls [of the wisdom of
Chokhmah, and] the honorable [foundation] stones of the
[12 apostles of the City of God, and Cain] was possessing
[Abel], the gold[en cup [that contains the Shekinah], the
[righteous] mind of [the personalities of the earth], and
[Leviathan, the fallen female Adam], was satisfying [Abel]

13

through an unclean [spiritual] sexual act [which emitted] a
disgusting odor, and
17.05 The nature of their progenitor, [who passed
through the Yetziratic sea and married the Serpent], was
engraved in the 6th energy center of the personalities who
were initiated into the rites and rituals of that great
Babylonian false religion, by [Leviathan], the adulterous
[female Adam, who] was satisfying the earth[en
personalities through an unclean sexual act], which emitted
a disgusting odor,

17.4
[732.2.C]
17.01 And the personality of one of the seven outer
Sefirot, that surround the seven inner Sefirot, came and
talked with me, saying, “come here; I will show you the
decree [that has been written concerning the female Adam],
who married [the Serpent and became] the great harlot [who
rules over] the universes of the Soul, and
17.02 Fornicated with [Cain, her own offspring, which
produced] the spirit [of witchcraft that] incites [the
personalities] who reside permanently in earth[en bodies, to
crave illegal spiritual experiences];
17.03 So he carried me away in the Spirit into [the
universes of the soul, which are] separate [from the universes
of God], and I saw a woman [who] it was decreed would be
married to a beast that had seven [Sefirotic] heads, [each of
which had] 10 [subjective degrees of] power [emanating
from it, and] a name [of the Serpent] who slanders [God]
completed her, and
17.04 The female [Adam] was surrounded by purple
and scarlet, [blended degrees of] judgment, and decorated
14

with the seeds of [the female, spiritual] wisdom [that] she
[highly] esteems, and the vehicle of [her] judgment is a
[bestial] mind, [the seven Sefirotic heads of] which were
filled up with [10 degrees of] idolatrous and morally lewd
and demonic [thoughts], and
17.05 There was a [blasphemous] name written in the
6th energy center of the forehead of the great harlot, the
mother of [Cain, the conscious part of] the earthen mind [that
fills] the whole spiritual [city] of Babylon with idolatrous
[thoughts], and
17.06 I was astounded and greatly amazed, to see [that]
the woman was spiritually ascended from [feeding on the
spiritual] blood of [Abel], the Holy One [in captivity], and
the [spiritual] blood of [Christ Jesus, the male] witness to
Jesus’ [resurrection], and
17.07 The angel said to me, why are you amazed? I will
tell you the secret of the woman and of the beast that elevates
her [into the spiritual worlds], which has seven [Sefirotic]
heads and 10 [subjective degrees of] power [emanating from
each head, for a total of 70 degrees of spiritual power], and
17.08 The beast that you saw did not exist [in the past,
but] does exist [now], but shall be destroyed [when it]
ascends [from the bottomless] pit [to join with the three
“high” Sefirot; and the personalities] that [are spiritual and]
dwell above their earth[en mind], whose [names] were not
written in the book of life from the time that they were
conceived in the world, shall be amazed when they perceive
the beast that did not exist in the past, but does exist for the
time being, and
17.09 Here is the mind that has wisdom, the seven
heads are the seven [lower Sefirot called] hills, that the
female [Adam] is married to, and there are seven kings,
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17.10 Five [have already] descended [into Kingdom],
the one [Sefirah that] exists [in the earth now, and which will
contain all] the others when [the last Sefirah] arrives, and
17.11 The eighth [Sefirah, which] is [the harmonizer],
is one of the seven [Sefirot of] the beast that did not exist in
the past, but does exist now, [and] is going to be destroyed,
and
17.12 The 10 kings that you saw exercising the 10
[blended, purple and scarlet] powers [of judgment over the
female Adam], have not seized the kingdom yet, but these
10 kings will seize the beast [within the parts of mankind],
the singular [man of] the hour,
17.13 When these [parts] are of one mind [with Christ
Jesus, and agree] to deliver the power and authority of the
beast [within themselves] into the hands of
17.14 Those [parts of Christ Jesus] who are with the
Lamb, [those parts who are with the Lamb] shall make war
[against the beast within the other parts, and] the Lamb shall
overcome [the beast within them], because he is the Lord of
[all the Lords], and he is the King of [all] the kings: and they
that are with him are chosen, appointed and reliable, and
17.15 He said to me, there are crowds of people
grouped together by social status, geographical location or a
common language, in the underwater [universes of the
circular Sefirot], where you saw the harlot who married [the
Serpent]; and
17.16 [When these parts] shall hate the beast, those 10
[degrees of the blended purple and scarlet] powers [of
judgment] that you saw [surrounding] the whore, shall burn
her with fire, and the [limbs of the female Adam] shall
separate from [Leviathan], the male organ [of the Serpent
who] made her naked, [by seducing her] to eat [from the Tree
of the Knowledge of Good & Evil],
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17.17 Because God has motivated the parts [of
mankind], to mutually agree to deliver up the beast within
themselves to the Word of God, until [Christ Jesus]
completes the kingdom, and
17.18 The woman that you saw is [Mystery Babylon],
that great spiritual city that possesses the kingdom of the
kings of the earth.

17.5
[770.3.C]
17.01 And [Christ Jesus], the angel that contains the
fully integrated essence of all seven Sefirot, came to me, and
talked with me, saying, come [up] here and I will show you
the great judgment [that is to fall upon Satan], the whore that
married the many[-membered Abel, the human] spirits [of
the Israel of God],
17.02 By fornicating with [the disciples of the Lord
Jesus], the kings of the earth, [which fornication generated
the spirit that seduces the citizens [of the Israel of God] in
the earth, to fornicate with [Cain, the woman’s daughter],
and ascend [into the astral plane without Christ];
17.03 So [the angel] carried me away into the
unconstructed spiritual World [of Forms], and I saw [Cain, a
spiritual] Woman who was attached to a scarlet-colored
animal with seven sefirotic heads, and the names [of Satan,
that] blaspheming [spirit], was completing [each head with]
10 degrees of power,
17.04 And the Woman was clothed with purple and
scarlet, [the colors of the high priest, and a breastplate that]
was overlaid with gold, and [had] precious stones [inlaid
upon it], but her mind was a cup filled with idolatrous and
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morally impure thoughts, [and the devilish] wisdom [of
Leviathan, which are] the judgments [of God upon spiritual
Babylon],
17.05 And the name of [the Man of Sin] was written
[where the Tetragrammaton should have been, because
Satan], the Mother [of Cain, was fornicating with the
ascended Abel in Jesus’ disciples], and Spiritual Babylon
was appearing in the earth, [rather than the Kingdom of God,
and Abel], the harlot in [the citizens of the Israel of God] had
become so morally detestable, that [the male seed of the
Lord Jesus] would not join with him,
17.06 And I saw [Satan], the Woman [who drank]
the blood of Christ, the witness to Jesus’ resurrection [in the
kings of the earth], and I was shocked to see that the disciples
[of the Lord Jesus] and the citizens of the Israel of God, had
been morally corrupted!

17.6
[801.1.C]
17.05 The mystery of [Nimrod], the [founder] of
the great [city of] Babylon, and [Satan/Pharaoh, his] mother,
[is that they are Semiramis and Nimrod, the Mother and the
Son of Egyptian religion, who fornicate with those] harlots,
[the fragments of the seed of Tevunah, who birth their]
abominable [offspring into] the earth.
[801.6.C]
17.01 And there came out one of the seven Names [of
God] that possessed the Seven Actions of God, and he talked
with me, saying, come here, and I will show you the legally
[mandated punishment of] the mighty female Adam, [who]
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absorbed the many[-membered] breath [of Jehovah, which
is, collectively, called Satan in mortal mankind],
17.02 Who lusts to fornicate with [Abel], the Kings of
the earth, [to acquire] the [Holy] Spirit, [the female seed that
is necessary to produce a spiritual child], and to excite [the
3rd, 4th and 5th Day Creations who] inhabit the earth [of
mortal mankind],
17.03 So he carried me away into the Mind of the Spirit,
and I saw the female Adam [who] married beast[ial
mankind, and they were appearing together as] a ScarletColored Animal, [and] the seven Names of [Satan, that]
blaspheming [spirit], was possessing the Actions of [the
Animal], but [also present] was the power to reveal the ten
[potential Actions of Christ Jesus, through]
17.04a The female Adam who overlays [Christ],
mankind’s] wise [foundation] and highly esteemed
[corner]stone, and the gold[en seeds of God’s spiritual
intelligence], who are surrounded on every side by the
blended energies of punishment and reward,
17.04b Or, [spiritual Israel], the cup [of the Lord], will
come under the power of [the Female Adam, and] they shall
become pregnant with [the Man of Sin] because of their
illicit spiritual sexual intercourse [with the Woman, and
their] thoughts shall become morally unclean, and their
lifestyle shall be detestable, and
17.05 The Earth[en bodies that Abel, those] harlots,
dwell in, shall have the nature of [Nimrod], the [founder] of
the great [city of] Babylon, written in their forehead, and [the
spirit of Semiramis, Nimrod’s] mother, [shall fornicate with
Abel, the kings of] the earth, [and they shall give birth to the
Man of Sin], the abominable [offspring of the 3rd, 4th and
5th Days of Creation; and this is] the mystery of [the Tower
of Babel] ; and
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17.06 I was amazed when I saw this incredible sight, of
the Female Adam drinking the [Holy Spirit], the blood of the
saints [who had the female seed], and the blood of [Christ],
the proof of Jesus’ [resurrection], and
17.07 The angel said to me, why are you so surprised?
I will tell you the mystery of the Woman who possesses the
seven energy centers and 10 powers of [mankind], the beast
who carries her, and
17.08 How beast[ial mankind] that you saw in a vision,
that existed [on the other side of the flood], but does not exist
now, shall ascend out of the bottomless pit [of the soul/mind
of fallen mankind], and, [thereafter], be destroyed [by the
understanding and instruction of the Mother and the Son,
who are collectively called, the Elohim], and how the carnal
people that dwell on the earth who are not engraved by the
Actions of [Christ Jesus, the spiritual] Book [that reveals]
the life of [the Lord Jesus Christ], the foundation of the
world [to come], shall be amazed when they see the vision
of beast[ial mankind] that [existed on the other side of the
flood, and] will exist [again] in the future, [even though it]
does not exist now, and
17.09 Here is [the understanding of] the mind that
has [ascended to the spiritual height of] wisdom. The seven
heads are the seven Actions that the female Adam
continuously reveals [through mankind],
17.10 [Each of the seven actions is revealed through
its seventh grade, wherefore], there are seven [Kings. Four
of them, understanding, loving kindness, judgment and
justice] had fallen [and become confusion, cruelty, harsh
judgment, and corruption, and they have produced the fifth,
an animal mind, which is an habitable environment for the
sixth, which is] the unity of [Satan, the mother, and Cain, her
daughter, which still] exists, [and the seventh, which has] the
[male seed of] the other [side], is not here yet, and when he
arrives, he will only remain for a little while,
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17.11 [Because] beast[ial mankind] that existed in the
past, but does not [exist now, which] is the eighth [evil
Action, that] is [a blend] of the seven [other evil Actions], is
going to be completely destroyed
17. 12 And the ten powers that you saw are ten kings
who have not received [the blended essences of the seven
higher powers] in their midst yet, but they shall receive
authority as kings in the hour that [the Lord Jesus Christ]
unites [with Christ Jesus within them],
17.13 And these [10 kings] have one mind, and shall
give their Israelite selves power and authority [over] the
beast [within them],
17.14 And these [spiritual Israelites shall agree with]
the Lamb to make war against [their own animal nature, and
the spiritual Israelites] shall overcome [their animal side]
because the Lamb is the owner of the lords [of humanity,
and], as King [of the God world of Atzilut, He has authority
over] the kings [of their animal side]
17.16 And these [sons of God] that can perceive the ten
powers of bestial [mankind], shall separate from the female
Adam, and abandon her, and strip off [Cain’s] cover, [and
Binah, their Mother], shall utterly consume [Satan] with fire,
and they shall eat [Leviathan, the other] male organ,
17.17 Because God has put it in their hearts to give the
kingdom [of God] to beast[ial mankind], that they should
continue to agree [with the] one [true God] to fulfill His will
[in them], until that which God spoke about is completed
[801.8.C]
17.09 Here is [the understanding of] the mind that
has [ascended to the spiritual height of] wisdom: The seven
heads are the seven [emotive] Actions [of Leviathan and
Cain] that the Woman continuously reveals [through
mankind], and
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17.10 [Each of the seven emotive actions of
Leviathan is revealed through Malchut, its seventh grade,
wherefore], there are seven [kings]: Four of them,
[understanding, loving kindness, judgment and justice] fell
[and become confusion, cruelty, harsh judgment, and
corruption, and they have produced] the fifth, [Cain’s animal
mind, which is an habitable environment for] the sixth,
[which is where] the adultery [of the Woman and Abel, the
female seed of God’s intelligence takes place, and the zygote
that produces the Man of Sin] exists in the seventh, and,
[Malchut], the other, is not here yet, but when he arrives, he
will only remain for a little while,
17.11 [Because] the Beast that existed in the past,
but does not [exist now, which] is the eighth [evil emotive
Action of Leviathan, which] is [a blend] of the seven [other
evil Actions of Leviathan], is going to be a completely
destroyed energy center, so now that you understand the
interpretation of the dream, [if you think that it is] reliable
and you trust [it, pay me the prophet’s reward of 30 pieces
of] silver, [and Jehovah’s righteous Sowing & Reaping]
judgment will [release Abel, the foundation] stone, [who is
held captive by] the mind that is not [of God in the sixth]
energy center [of the building that attaches him to the world
below, and Christ Jesus] will circumcise [your heart]
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF
THE ALTERNATE
TRANSLATION BIBLE
Lexicon, the Greek word for dictionary, is used to describe most
Hebrew/English and Greek/English dictionaries which have been
compiled for the specific purpose of studying the Scriptures.
Hebrew/English and Greek/ English dictionaries offer many definitions
for each word listed, just like English language dictionaries do.
The ALTERNATE TRANSLATION BIBLE is an ORIGINAL TRANSLATION OF THE HEBREW AND GREEK SCRIPTURE in which the translator
has selected different definitions than most other translators
[translator's license], for many Hebrew and Greek words. Translator's
License means that the translator chooses the English translation for a
Hebrew or Greek word each time it appears. A usage search for many
Hebrew and Greek words reveals that the translators of the KING
JAMES BIBLE frequently selected a variety of English translations for the
same Hebrew or Greek word.
The ALTERNATE TRANSLATION BIBLE is an AMPLIFIED
TRANSLATION OF THE HEBREW AND GREEK SCRIPTURE. Amplification
means that more than one English word is used to translate a single
Hebrew or Greek word. Amplification also means that whole ideas
which are suggested, but not stated, in the Hebrew or Greek text are
added to the English translation. For example, if you read that Jesus
was arrested, crucified and became the Savior of all mankind, you
would probably know that, before Jesus became the Savior of all
mankind, He was raised from the dead and ascended back up into
heaven. The Scripture, especially prophesy, frequently omits one or
more steps which lead up to the event spoken about. Amplification
may include unstated words and ideas, or accounts of undescribed
events, in the English translation.
Amplified words are not translations of any specific Hebrew or
Greek word, but are English words added by the translators for clarity.

The KING JAMES BIBLE identifies amplified words with italicized print.
The AMPLIFIED BIBLE (Zondervan Publishers, Grand Rapids, Michigan)
identifies amplified words with brackets. The ALTERNATE TRANSLATION BIBLE, identifies unstated ideas, principles or events with
brackets, but most amplified words have been incorporated into the
text of the translation.
The ALTERNATE TRANSLATION BIBLE is a PARAPHRASED TRANSLATION OF THE HEBREW AND GREEK SCRIPTURE. Paraphrase means,
to restate text or a passage of text in another form or, in other words,
to clarify meaning, or as a studying or teaching device (Webster's
Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary Of The English Language).
The ALTERNATE TRANSLATION BIBLE is an ORIGINAL
TRANSLATION OF THE HEBREW AND GREEK SCRIPTURE which sounds
very different than any other translation you have ever read.
The ALTERNATE TRANSLATION BIBLE reflects the translator's
choices of definitions, amplification and paraphraseology, based upon
long periods of prayer, study and meditation in the Scripture, and years
of deep spiritual communion with Christ Jesus. The translator believes
that the resurrected Jesus Christ [The Spirit of Elijah and the last Adam]
is the only begotten Son of God,
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